Democracy itself, like Social Credit, is no more or less than Social
Justice. But even the grand term, Democracy, has been bought and over-
sold by party politics and fakirs until it is now merely 'Americanistic'.
TO YOU, AMERICAN COMMUNISTS
from russia to the united states and back again to russia ... as to
'form':
1 . Every man guaranteed the right to work.
 2.	No able man to eat unless he works,
 3.	Free ground and a free medium of exchange.
 4.	General decentralization: less crowding everywhere, and loss govern-
ment except as government consists in transacting the impersonal
business of the whole people.
 5.	No speculation in natural resources or in the utilities common to all
by way of which our people live. No exploitation of earth, water, air,
or skyj of natural resources like oil, gas, coal, common carriers, or
radiof no speculation in telephone and telegraph, press, or post$
education and medical help to be free.
A short cut to all this, to becoming a country owning itself 5 in debt to
itself only government from within itself. A far greater simplicity than
Russia. A new Success ideal would soon supplant the one that wont with
the old profit motive, one more organic, and therefore more humane,
How could this be brought about? Gradually. By taxation and some
form of purchase by capitalizing the country itself over and above a fair
living for every man, woman, and child in it — celling the margin back to
the people as stock in their own country.
A genuine system of private ownership, a system of capital with its
broad base on the ground in the lives of the whole people, instead of
standing precariously on its apex for the few. Is it communism I am de-
scribing? Is it socialism? No? Well, gentlemen, if you must have an ^sm'
I see it as true capitalism — the organic capital of an organic Democracy!
the only basis of an organic architecture or for indigenous Usonian culture.
N.B. And, comrades, please don't put my plight at Taliesin up against
Russia as a reproach to my country. I've been pretty 'trying*, you know* I
am still trying.
Taliedn^ August, 1957.
THE SAFETY OF THE SOUL DEPENDS ON ITS
COURAGE
Jhe long view is the cool view,
*T#lerance, experiment, and change gives a culture strength,'
rides i» strength to victory, not through internationalism
or throth any other 'isms*, but only through the direct responsibility $

